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By Stan Sussberg

Createspace, United States, 2009. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 203 x 133 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Road Monkeys is a collection of word
pictures, extremely short stories or poetry. Call it what you will. I personally call each poem a piece.
I know, you might say a piece of what. Road Monkeys is about people I know and have known. I
poke fun at some and at myself. Look under the hood, open the cover see what s inside give it a try.
The last piece in Road Monkeys follows first. No Apology No formal training, Can barely read and
write, Excel at thoughts and feelings, emotions are my thing. Iambic pentameter, is that
Somewhere near the clutch? A lexicon, is that somewhat like a lush? If words were my objective, A
dictionary would do, I d place one on your table, And then just leave the room. Exactly pen my
feelings, Precisely state my mind, Word pictures made freshly daily, a budding enterprise. It has
been fun, A genuine joy today, Adios, goodbye, I am on my way.
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ReviewsReviews

I just started o  reading this article publication. Sure, it is actually perform, continue to an amazing and interesting literature. Your daily life period will be
transform as soon as you full reading this article pdf.
-- Dessie Gaylord-- Dessie Gaylord

It is really an awesome pdf that I actually have actually study. It really is basic but excitement from the 50 % of the publication. I am delighted to inform
you that here is the greatest book i have read through within my individual existence and can be he finest publication for actually.
-- Mrs. Yasmine Crona-- Mrs. Yasmine Crona
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